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Evi said: " I really enjoyed this book, it was a quick read. Dr. Faith uses language that reads away easily and keeps it
light hearted and fun. Definitely some good.

The year is , and Suzy, upon graduation from Vassar, has impulsively followed in the footsteps of her older
sister, Grace, a stewardess with Grand Pacific Airlines whose husband, Mike, is a magazine writer who wants
to be the next Tom Wolfe. Her betrayal destroys their innocence; they learn to accept that "nothing was safe
anymore. The optimist sees the glass as half-full, the pessimist half-empty, explains the narrator, while a
chemist sees it as half-liquid, half-gaseous, probably poisonous. One day he brings his healthy daughter, Anna,
to the Manhattan Beach home of Dexter Styles, a nightclub owner with underworld partners. This is not a
story of things getting better, but an unflinching and staggeringly artful portrait of a shattered life. Abandoned
at a young age by her mother, she is left in the care of her hard-drinking father. Around the same time, a
second encounter with Dexter Styles raises hopes that he can help untangle the mysteries of her father's
disappearance. Where the Crawdads Sing Delia Owens. Agent: Paul Feldstein, the Feldstein Agency. Clearly,
the Solomons have come a long way from the ideals of the kibbutz in early years. Though the essays are about
a particular period, Coates's themes reflect broader social and political phenomena. Though her dad is a
virtuous man, his political enemies hope to spin the fact that the family just checked his mother, Judy, into an
upscale nursing home while other elder facilities in the state suffer. Chemistry Weike Wang. While following
a trail that Judy left behind, Avery joins forces with single dad Trent Turner, with whom she feels a spark. But
the moment the audience stopped clapping, it all went back to the way it was before. Owens memorably
depicts the small-town drama and courtroom theatrics, but perhaps best of all is her vivid portrayal of the
singular North Carolina setting. What did Adams see that experts missed? Whiskey in a Teacup Reese
Witherspoon. Suzy Whitman is a stew working out of Sela del Mar, a coastal community near L. Throughout,
she pairs biblical lessons with personal anecdotes to make her points. Hollis, founder of the lifestyle website
TheChicSite. After they bump into each other at a post office, then are separated by a flash mob, Arthur
searches the New York haystack to find one adorable high school junior. This poignant look at the
unpredictable promises of faith will amaze readers. Maria excelled quickly, though at the cost of a typical
childhood. The Incest Diary Anonymous. Riley employs a Wolfean methodology in bringing to life the stoner
vibe of the time through curated period details, marred by some anachronisms. In each chapter, he describes
the benefits of confronting and overcoming a different form of human fallibility. Working a dull job
inspecting ship parts at the Brooklyn Naval Yard, Anna seizes the opportunity to become the first female
civilian diver there. The Most-Read Book Reviews of Dec 26, We review more than 8, books per year, and
these were the 10 most-read reviews of books published in  It just is, and always has been. Hawkins The Girl
on the Train may be juggling a few too many story lines for comfort, but the payoff packs a satisfying punch.
More straightforwardly narrated than some of Egan's earlier work, including the celebrated A Visit from the
Goon Squad, the novel is tremendously assured and rich, moving from depictions of violence and crime to
deep tenderness. At 27, this aspiring chemist has reached a point in her research at which, seeing no progress,
her thesis advisor suggests changing topics. In , Adams predicted that Donald Trump would win the
presidency when few others considered him a serious contender. Surrounded by her husband, very young son,
and a host of supportive friends, she faces down the likelihood that she will not live a year. In what at first
comes across as a bizarre concept for a memoir, Schefter successfully communicates his joy in finding love
and family, and in a friendship with a man he never knew. But now Nel, a writer and photographer, is the
latest in a long string of women found dead in a part of the local river known as the Drowning Pool. This is a
strong anthology full of satisfying tales. But by the end of the book, she has articulated an experience that for
many victims remains unspeakable. With hindsight, Coates examines the roots of his ideas "Had I been
wrong?


